
TIIE ANA'fOMY OF RIGHTS-BASED VIOLENCE

It has been a philosophical tendency for perhaps the greatest
portion of the twentieth century to conceive violence, in large part,
as a structural phenomenon. The referenee to structure is not
intended merely to attribute violence to actually existing
socio-economic institutions and divisions, nor to protest the silent,
stuctural violence they do to those who have been dchumanized by
povcrty, insccwity, racial and gender exploitation, exploitative
cconomic and labor practices, etc., and who, having been
dehwnani7,ed, become agents of violence themselves. Rather, the
rcfcrence is to the conceptual structures that make actually existing
institutions and the violence they invoke appear to be rational
preconditions for the proteerion and preservation of rights.

The conceptual culprit to which much modem violence is
attributed is the western liberal-rights tradition itself. lt is,
according to the eritique, a conceptuaJ tradition that has provided us
with the vocabulary 'lhat pennits us to conceive violence as morally
legitimized by the rights it claims to serve. All human beings act
unavoidably from a sense of their inalienable, i.e. natural, rights,
according to the earliest authors of the liberal rights tradition.
Rights function as blameless prineiples ofnatural self-interest.

The Jogte of the modem liberal-rights tradition goes beyond
the emde association ofself-interest and inalienable rights. Respect
for one's inalienable rights and liberties is presented as the
fWl<lamentaI prerequisite of hwnan dignity itself. Anything done in
the interest of protecting and preserving hwnan dignity is, in effeet,
sclf-justifying. The end result is that employment of the logie of
rights by any person-natural, artifieial, eorporate, or
whatever-cannot help but lead rather easily to the eonceptual
legitimization of violenee, to what I have referred to in the title of
this essay as rights-based violence.

In its more subtle ronns, the emphasis on individual rights and
libcrties has manifested itself, according to its more recent
detractors. in the defenee of priviledges and, for those who would
challenge social and political sbuctures that legitimize priviledges,
has manifested itself in various fonns of nonrecognition. critically



referred to as the violence of objectification I or the violence of
indifference. In business and economies, for example, the
objectifying relations of liberal-fights produce a competitive market
place that takes no regard of hwnan need except for the potential
nlarkets and possibility of profit~ that need creates.

fine conclusion drClwn by the critics of the liberal-fights
tradition has been that there can be no solution to the problems of
violence that does not penetrate to, and modify or refonn these
dccper conceptual substructures. The priority of individual rights
impJicit in the western liberal-rights tradition--sometimes referred to
as the metaphysics of individualisln-must be overCOJne, they say.
Ort if we are to continue speaking of individual rights, Ouf
understanding of rights must bc elevated to the point where
individual rights dissolve themselves into what we calI "hmnan
rights;' i.e. into rights that imply mutual recognition and respecl.
What is needed, from the viewpoint of this critique, is an
understanding of the relationship of man to man that pennits the
possibility of living together in "coexistent freedom, where the
satisfaction of one personls fights does not have to come at the
expense of another personls rights."[ 10] It is to promote a system
of rights in which, in the words of Maurice Mer)eau-Ponty, Itthe
recognition ofman by man" becomes amoral priority.2

There is good reason for quoting Merleau-Ponty on this issue.
There has been no more fervent champion of this critique of the
liberal-rights tradition. In his 1·lumanism and Terror (1947),
Merleau-Ponty argued how, in the name of individual rights and
liberty. we have legitimized repression and exploitation. The
principles of classical liberalism, he argued, have been exhalted

·Susannc KappcJcr, The Will 10 Violenc:e (Ncw York and Loodon: TQchcrs
ColI(,.~e Press, 1995), p. 176.

2Merlcau-Ponty, Maurioc, Humani.fm anti Terror (Boston: Bcacoo Press, 1969),
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COI1UllCntary by John D. Caputo (Ncw Vork: Fordham Univcrsity Press, 1997). pp.
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more than 'tbe individuals they were intended to serve. "[L]iberty
becomes a false ensign-a 'solemn complement' of violence-as
soon as it becomes only an idea and we begin to defend liberty
instead of free men. ,,3 Nothing illustrated this connection between
violence and the principles of rights and liberties more dramatically
for Mcrleau-Ponty than the fact that "liberal principlcs ofrespect for
law and liberty are used to justify strike-breaking in the USA...4

What makes the violence legitimized by the liberal-rights
tradition so intractable, according to Merleau-Pontyt is its
reinforcement by the deeper, more fundamental fact that its
principles are held to be self-evidcntly true and inviolable. On this
the liberal-rights tradition allows no flexibility. The condemnable
result, Merleau-Ponty explains, is that violence "in the guise of
liberal principles"s is invoked to guarantee the interests of those
whom those principles have corne to serve. The western
liberal-rights tradition is conceptually Wlable to accommodate the
"alterity" demanded by contemporary moral consciousness, i.e., the
equaJ reasonableness of essentially other, radically different
political principles, principles that would produce altogether
different fonns of political existence. The liberal-rights tradition,
Merleau-Ponty argues, is Wlable to acknowledge the dogmatic
character of its own assumption that "'legitimate diversity of
opinions' always presupposes a fundamental agreement and is only
possible on the basis of an Wlchallenged premise.,,6 It is,
Merleau-Ponty saYSt "the dogmatic ground of liberaJismt (that) it
can only guarantee certain freedoms by taking away the liberty to
choose against it." That is, the liberal-rights tradition assumes that
therc is a basic moral and polltical neutrality to the dogma of
individual rights, that there is no prejudice involved in insisting that
all criticism of social and political conditions and institutions be
cxpressed in the tenninolobry of liberal fights, and that the
mctaphysics of individualism at the heart of liberal-fights theol)' is

'Mcrlcau-Ponty. p. xxiv

4/hid.• p. 67.

"hid.• p. xiii.
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nlorally unprejudicial. Recognition of individual rights is
considered the metaphysical a pnori of all moral and political
judgmcnt. 1110se who would resist it are dismisscd as irrational.
'Ibc liberal-rights tradition cannot lolerate conccptuaJly a rejection
of the principles of that tradition; it cannot accommodate radical
"alterity" without abandoning its commibnent to those Iiberal-rights.

While it can accommodate tJle criticisms of those who would
objcct that their rights have been violated (even systematicaJly
violated), it cannot accommodate revolutionary action that would
ovcrthrow the principles ofthe liberal-rights tradition themselves.

Transcending the classical rights-based legitimization of
violence requires, according to Merleau-Ponty, nothing less than
"the recognition of man by man,,7 J1e means, as I understand hirn,
the creatioD of social and political structures that promote mutual
recognition rather than mutual opposition, peaceful coexistence
rather than the violence ofobjectification.

lt is useless to dispute the legitimacy of the critique as it has
been stated above, though the inability to tolerate "alterity" may be
more a truth about political existence per se than a failure spccific
to the liberal-rights tradition.. Ncvcrtheless, examples of violence
Jegitimized legally and morally by liberal-rights principles are far
too nwnerous to deny the connection. I would suggest, however9

that regardJess how justified are the criticisms of those who oppose
the principles of politicaJ-liberalism, and regardless of how
weU-intended they may be, their revolutionary recommendations for
change do not point the way to a remedy to violence, hut only to its
transfonnation. Attempts to remedy the problem of violence that
proceed by calling for structural changes, i.e. structures that 00

longer include the premises of metaphysical individualism and
individual rights, that aim, rather, at producing ttrecognition of man
by man," I would argue, too easily issue in new fonns of violence
that are often conceptually invisible to those who argue for them.
In fac~ these newer structures ofviolence ironically appear to many
people to be the basis of a more peacefuI relationship of man to
man simply because they are repudiations of the older structures of
violence deriving from the liberal-rights tradition. They remain,
nevertheless, within the horizon of liberal-rights theory, subject to

'Ibld., p. 1~5.
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versions of the same critique. That comes out most clearly when
one follows out the philosophical evolution ofrights theory, fTom its
origins in the seventeenth century to the present, and one is able to
see how the concept of individual rights has transfonned itsclf into
sOlncthing very different, sOlncthing that serves today as thc basis
of the current critique of the liberal-rights, still susceptible,
nonetheless, in slightly revised ways, to its own critique.

The Philosophical Evolution of Violence in Liberal Rights
TIleory

The idea of individual rights emerged originally in the
seventeenth century, in the philosophy of Thomas Hobbes as little
more than an expression of the survivaJ impulse. All living beings,
hc argued, exhibit an irresistible, natural desire to secure their
survivaI. It is an impulse, Hobbes said, that is "found even in the
embryo."s That is to say, it is not a leamed behavioural response
generated in hwnan beings by the social and political structures to
which they submit themselves. New and different social and
political institutions may change the social contoW"S of this natural
desire, but they cannot eradicate it. The irrepressible character of
the desire for survival, coupled with the Wlavoidable realization that
survivaI depends on acquisition of power, creates in each and every
person a "perpetual and restless desire of power after power that
ceases only in death...9

This, according to Hobbes,was man's natural condition. The
Hobbesian natural condition referred not, as, say, for Rousseau, to
some prehistoric situation that existed before the time that man
acquired the arts, the art of sociability in particular, but, rathert a
pcnnanent political possibility; it referred to the insecurity that
exists whenever there exists no political authority to guarantee one's
sccurity. It could refer to the situation that exists during one's walk
in 3 dark and lonely city park at 2:00 3.m. At such times, and in
such situations, it is reasonable (natural) and blameless for people

' Hobbcs, De C·orpore, in Thc Enghsh Works ofThomas Hobbcs (London: John
BoItt\ 1839; Gcnnany: Scientia Verlag Aalen, 1966, reprint), vol. 111, eh. 25, art. 12,
p.407.

°llobbes, Leviathan, in The English Works of Thomas Hobbes, vol. 111,
chapt. xi, pp. 85-6



to exhibit what, on other occasions, might be considered an
excessive concern for their safety and to act accordingly.

In spite of the ugliness in his description of man's natural
situation, however, it is wrong to say that Hobbes depicted hwnan
nature as evil and inherentJy violent. The violence that man seerns
unabJe to avoid derives from a dilemma he faces. It is, in fact, a
dilemma that any person could be forced to confront at abnost any
time. The dilemma is that no man can avoid a feeling of insecurity.
In the absence of genuine knowledge of what precisely is required

to assure ane's survivaI, security, and modest wellbeing, Hobbes
says, we have a right to whatever we, in OUf own judgment, believe
is necessary for seeuring our preservation, security and wellbeing.
That holels even when we are wrong, since it would be
unreasonable in such a situation to expect a person to postpone his
or her defensive responses Wltil knowledge is certain, e.g. that the
person who has confronted me intcnds to rob me rather than merely
to talk, or to kill me rather than merely to rob. The unavoidable
magnification of natural self-interest explains why birds and
squirrels fly or nm away when one comes upon them in a park or a
yard, why it is natural and right for them to do so, even though
those from whom they run intend them no hann. nIe birds and the
squirrels cannot be sure of that, and they assure their survival best
when they act on their fears t whcther their fears are knowledgable
or not. In much the same manner, Hobbes argucd, man's beliefs,
interests and his rights are infonned and defined by his fears, and
one's fears are limited only by the power ofhis imagination. In fact,
every imaginable threat to one's lifc is something to fear and, hence t

somcthing against which one has a right to defend himself: That
means that it is reasonabJe for oße to do so. Furthennore, it is
conspicuously obvious (to Hobbes) that there is nothing so remote
that one could not imagine a situation where it would constitute a
conceivable threat to one's survival. All that is needed to create this
lmfortuate insecurity is the possibility that just onc hwnan being
would have some such capacity for suspecting the intentions of
others, constituting for others thereby the possible threat (e.g. the
thrcat of a preemptive "response") which necessitates their
defensive response. The almost limitless character of the hwnan
imagination exposes thereby a whole senes of potential threats,
defining at the same time a whole series ofjustifiable responses t i.e.
justifiable violence. The situation creates a condition in which



every person can be said, according to Hobbes, to have a right to to
absolutely evervthing whatsoevcr, a right, even, to every other

1«(--
pcrson's body.

Unmediated natural rights (those rights one must defend by
hilnself) become a recipe for and justification of unlimited violence
whenever and wherever there is no sovereign authority, and one
finds hirnself in a situation where he must serve as the sole
guarantor ofhis own security.

This does not mean, ror Hobbes, that hwnan beings are
irrntional or that they are aeting irrationally when they commit acts
ofviolence. On the contrary, violence in such situations is perfectly
rcasonable. That, in fact, is the heart of the problem as Hobbes
sees it, and is also the heart of thc Western rights-dilemma. The
dilclnma is magnified by the fact that the unmediatcd effort of any
individual to seeure his or her own natural right is doomed to betray
itself. In the unmediated natural condition, individuals leam to
anticipate threats against their weJ1-being, including merely
potential threats posed by others whose true intentions may or may
not be malevolent. One never knows for sure. Consequently, it is
reasonable (pruden~ or natural) to suspect others of having
concealed hostile intentions on which they will aet whenever they
believe it is to their advantage to do so. That also makes it
reasonabJe for one to prepare oneselfby acquiring enough power to
make oneself inwlnerable. So, otherwise peaeeful people buy
handguns for their hornes, locks and special alanns for their cars,
etc. Such preemptive behaviour makes it reasonable (prudent, or
natural) for others to reciprocate. 111ey, following thc same logic of
fights, realize that they have to anticipate the threat one now poses
for them, especially when they observe one suspiciously
aUb'tllenting his powers. So, one's efforts to dcfend oneself against
threats-real or imagined--to one's welfare inadvertently invokes
those very same threats. This is the dilemma that leads Hobbes to
conelude that "nature dissociates," and to claim that the state of
nature cannot help but collapse into a condition of Wlending
violence.

Hobbes gave us a compelling account of the self-vitiating
consequences that follow from acting on the logie of natural self
intcrest. The problem, as he presents it, is epistemologieal, since

"~obbcs, IKViathon, chapt. xiv, p. 117.



insccw'ity is maximized by one's ignorance of the intentions of
others9 one's future needst Wlforesccable criseSt etc. It shows how
the logic of wunediated natural right has the inherently
contradictory character of negating itself through the simple agency
of asserting itself. The only solution Hobbcs could find to the
dilclnma-the dilemma that ariscs whenever violcnce becomes
reasonable-was to invoke an irresistible powert a sovereign who
would ad, in effectt as a principJe of knowledge for each individual
bearer of rights. A sovereign with absolute power could use that
power (and would use it) since it would be in his natural
self-interest to do so) to keep his subjects from doing violence to
each other by assuring each of them that no malevolent intentions
will be tolerated. The threats implicit in sovereign power wouId
enable bis subjects to know with certainty that they are safe from
the predations of others, since no one would willingly bring
sovereign power down upon himseJf.

Hobbes' answer to the problem of violence solved one
problemt it seemed, by creating another. Peace and secwity
dcpend on the existence of a sovereign with absolute power and
authority, meaning by that, a sovereign who retains all the rights of
nature ancL with them, a11 the justifications for violence that tJle
appeal to natural rights provides. The problem for subsequent
philosophers in the liberal-rights tradition was to save us from such
solutions, i.e. from rights-based abuse of sovereign authority. What
was needed was another more sociable way of conceiving the
mediation of rights that simultaneously (1) avoided the
reasonableness ofviolence and (2) cscaped the need for submission
to a sovereign with absolute power.

According to C. B. Macpherson in bis work, The Political
Theory of Possessive Individualism , the possibility of just such
mediations would exist in "some kind of society which provides
pcaceful, non-violent ways by which every man can constantly seek
power over others without destroying the society." 11 Macpherson
called it the "possessive market society.,,12 He was referring to the
capitalistic system of production and exchange. Macpherson

IIC. B. Macpherson: The }'o/ilica/ 1heory 01 }'o.4;.\·essive Individlla/ism
(London: Oxford University Press. )962). p. 46.

'2Ibid.
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sociable way of concelvlng the mediation of rights that
simultaneously (1) avoided the reasonableness of violence and
(2) escaped the need for submission to a sovereign with absolute
power.

According to C. B. Macpherson in his work, The Political
Thcory of Possessive Individualism , the possibility ofjust such
mediations would exist in "some kind of society which provides
peaceful. non-violent ways by which every man can constantly
seck power over others without destroying the society.',11
Macpherson called it the "possessive market society.,,12 He was
referring to the capitalistic system of production and exchange.
Macpherson claimed that this social order already existed
embryonicaJly in Hobbes time. and Hobbes description of
natural man was nothing more than a description of the
behaviour ofpeople in this society. It was a society transformed
into "a series of competitive relations between naturally
dissociated and independently self-moving individuals, with no
natural order of subordination."'·\ Macpherson's analysis
contains within it a more scholarly version of the famous claim
made by Pierre Joseph Proudhoun: "Ia propriele e'es! le vol. "

Macpherson overstated his claim somewhat in Hobbes case
(Hobbes philosophy is grounded upon his physics), but not
necessarily for Hobbes successor, John Locke. Locke
augmented Hobbes concept of rights, adding to it a reflexivity
that made it appear more pertectly suitable as the foundation of
the structural violence in what Macpherson referred to as the
"possessive market society." All rights, Locke argued, come
about through one's investment of his labor in things. Every
person has a natural right to life. not as an expression of his
irrepressible desire for survival y but, rather, because he has
natural ownership of hirnself. Rational beings own and impute
to themselves their own actions, raising themselves thereby from
the status of mere natural beings to the status of persons with

t ·C. B. Macphcrson: The p(J/ilicul Theory ofPo.\',\'e.\',\';\te Individllu/ism
(London: Oxford University Press. 1(62). p. 46,

')/hid,
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rights. Rights are now anchored not in nature, but in structures
of consciousness. This is a new idea, and a rather strange one at
that. Locke's theory makes one's right to fite a property right.
Onc owns all his own possessions and his own self as weIl.
Onc's life is one's property.

If it is tnle, as Locke declared, that all one's rights corne
about through an investment of labor, it must follow that one's
right to life (ownership of himself) had to have come about
through an aet of labor on himself. This is what Locke appears
to have argued in the second edition (1694) of his Essay
C011cerning Human UnderslandinK. 14 By what one might eall
the "labor of consciousness"'~ exereised on himself, one
acknowledges his aetions (past and future) as his own. And so,
Locke concluded. "Every man has a property in his own person;
this nobody has any right to hut himself."lh "rhis had the
important side-efTect of generating the foundations for natural
responsibility at the same time that it produced the foundations
of natural right.

One important implication that follows from Locke's
modification of Hobbesian natural right is that those beings that
exhibit no evidence of self-ownership (those who acknowledge
no responsibility for their actions) have no rightso Animals, for
exarnple. show no evidence of guilt. no sense of responsibility
for what they do. Hence. they give no evidence of ownership of
their own actions. The killing of an animal. consequently, is to

'4"This personality extends itsel f bcyond present exiSlcncc to what is
past. only by consciousness--whcrchy it becomes concemed and
accountable; owns and imputes to itsclf past actions ... All which is
foundcd in a concem for happiness. the unavoidable concomitant of
consciousness. 0 .'. John Locke. E....\·(ly ('oncerninK !Iuman llnder.wandin/{.
(Nc\v York: Dover Publications. Inc.• 1(59), vol. I Book 11. chapter xxvii,
(p.4h7).

'\lferbert. Gary. "John Locke: Natural RiltlllS and Natural Duties." Jahrhuch
für R.'chl uni/ Ellti!c. Band 4 (1996). p. 604; and Iferhert. Ciary. "The Labor of
("onsciousness and the Worlding of Right in Ilohhes and Locke." The Aml!ric:an
( °UIII,,/;(" Phil(J.ftll'hi(:a/ Quoraler~.'. vol. I.X'V. 1990.

If', .ocke. John. S~con(1 Treali.t.e 11/(;I1\'('r"nlf'nl, (Indianapol is and New York:
The Bobbs-Merrill Company.lnc.• 1952). paragraph 27. p. J7.
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Ilc writes, "lllis makes it lawful for a man to kill a thief who has
not in the least hurt him, nor declared any design upon his life
farther than, by the use of force, so to get hirn in his power and to
take away his money, or what pleases rum." This folIows, Locke
cl.lirns, because, "I have no reaCion to suppose that he who would
take away my liberty would not, when he had me in his power, take
away everything else..,17

The somewhat different concepts of natural right we find in
the philosophies of Hobbes and Locke served in various ways as
thc philosophical fOWldations of the British and American
revolutions, and their tenninolob'Y was immortalized in the United
States Declaration of Independence. Civil rights for both Hobbes
and Locke were never more than the politica11y mediated fonn
acquired by natural rights as man enters into civil association. A
civil society constructed on such conceptuaI fOWldations will, no
doubt, encourage all the fonns of violence that those foundations
legjtimize.

HistoricaJly, the philosophical critique of and corrective to
rights-inspired violence was proposed jointly by Immanuel Kant
and Johann Gottlieb Fichte. Neither Kant nor Fichte disagreed alt
that much with Thomas Hobbes description of the hwnan situation,
with this subtle hut important exception: Rather than explain the
natural condition in Hobbesian tenninoJogy as a situation where
rights clash, where ooe fight is satisfied only at the expense of
another, they reconceived it as a condition in which there exist no
rights whatsoever because no rights are recognized. There are, they
argucd, 00 rights where there are no corresponding obligations.
-rhc unilateral character that fights had for I-Iobbes and Locke was
abandoned. Eliminating the unilateral character of rights would,
presumably, go a long way toward creating a pol1tical situation in
which acts of violence would be unthinkable. Rights could not
rightfully clash; there would be no rights without there also being
corrcsponding obligations to respect those rights, and 00 rights
which would justify preemptive violence against another person.

Kant defined a right as "the capacity for putting others under
obligation."IK According to Kant, rights exist only to the extent that

IJLocke, Second Treatise, paragraph 18. p. 12.

'Klrnmanucl Kant. 7"he Melaphysics oJ' Mora/s. translation. Mary Grcgor



thcy are sustained by the obligations of others to respect those
rights. That means, there can be no rights outside a condition of
social hannony within which thc asswnption of an obligation is
practically possible.

The conceptual anchor of Kant's revised theory of rights is the
idca that a right is the capacity to obligate another. That means that
one's own rights depend on the other's capacity to be obligated.
According to Kant, the other cannot be obligated Wlless he is free,
autonomous. Kant adopted John Locke's tenninology to explain
the situation: aße must be able to impute to himself his own
actions. Those who exhibit this ability are more than man (the
human animal)~ they are persons.. As Kant explains it,

A per.fon is a subject whose actions can be imputed to
hirn. Moral personality is tJlerefore nothing other than the
freedom of a rational being Wlder moral laws (whereas
psychological personality is merely the capacity for being
conscious of onets identity in different conditions of oDe's
existence). From this it follows that a person is subject to
no other laws than those he gives to himself (either alone
or at least along with othcrs). A thing is that to which

thin be . d 19no g can unpute.

Autonomous beings can be obJigated because they accept
ownership of their own actions; things cannot. It is not simply that
their actions can be traced to them as their cause; their actions are
the results of their own autonomous choices. The connection
between rights, freedom and obligation is explained by Kant in this
way.

We know aUf own freedom (trom which alt morallaws
and so a11 rights as weil as duties proceed) only through
the moral imperative which is aproposition commanding
duty, from which the capacity for putting others under
obligation, that is, the concept ofa right, can aftcrward be

(Ne\y York: Cambridgc Univcrsit, !>ress, 1991), p. 64.

19Kan~ The Melaphysics 0/Mora/s. p. 50.
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,. d 20exp Icate .

Autonomous beings, beings who impute their own actions to
themselves, can be obligated. The question is: What can invoke
their obligation? Kant's answer is, only another free being. No
person can be obligated by mere things. Here, a problem emerges
for Kant. He acknowledges, in agreement with Thomas Hobbes,
that man is not truly able to act entirely without regard for his
natural inclinations in perfeet aecord with the moral law. A
pcrfectJy free, i.e. good, will, it seerns, is not a praetical possibili~

for man, or for any being other than a divine or holy will.21

Ad'l1ittedly, man is something more than a mere beast, insofar as he
is not totalJy controlIed by sensible impulses. That, far Kant, is
enough. Mutual recognition of rights can be provided for, Kant
bclieved, without relying on the 1l1oraJity of man's inner motives,
simply by insisting on the extemal confonnity ofbis will to the law.
Kant explained,

The concept of an externat right is derived from the
concept of freedom in the extemal relation of hwnan
beings to each other . .. Right is the limitation of every
man's freedom so that it hannonizes with the freedorn of
every other man in so far as hannonization is possible
according to a generallaw.22

All rights arise through mutually sustaining acts of recognition
through which each perceives the other extemally as an
independent will whose actions can be imputed to hirn or her. They
arc the mea~urements of external fTeedom only, mcaning by that
frccdom only in one's relationship to others, freedom from
hindrances. Universally enjoycd external freedom-what Kant calls
cocxistent frecdom-and, therefore, the existence of rights, has its

~'Kan~ The Melophysics 0/Moro/s, p. (l4

21Kant, The Melophysics o/Moro/s, p. 42

nKan~ "Thcory and Pradicc Conccming thc Common Saying: This May bc Truc
in Thoory Out Docs Not Apply to Practicc," in The Philosophy 0/Konf (New York:
Modem Library, 1949), p. 415.
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prccondition in reciprocity of recognition. Free persons mutual1y
rccogni7~ and respect each otJlcr's rights.

One's capacity to obligate another (and, by implication, one's
own rights) depends, consequently, on one's capacity to reveal
oneself to the other as a free being, one who irnputes bis actions to
himself: One can do that on)y by doing what no mere thing can
do-i.e. by acknowledging the othcr as a free being, as a person
having rights through the simple agency of respecting alt that he
claims a..c; his, i.e. by restricting oneself. By acknowedging the
other's freedom, Kant seems to say, one creates the groWlding
prcconditions of one's own fights. At the same time, one
acknowledges the other as a morally free being (a person) to whom
obligations are due, meaning by that, one who must not be treated
as (or reduced to the status of) a mere thing to be used for one's
own advantage (since the objectification of the other transforrns
hirn into a being one cannot obligate, thereby eradicating the
possibility of one's own rights). All rights, then, are entirely
dependent upon the reciprocally sustaining external relationship of
will to wiJl in which each extemaJly recognizes (or acknowledges)
the other as intemally free.

Fichte, who makes much the same analysis of rights, says one
must "manifest free activity,,,23 that is, one must voluntarily restriet
oneselt: One who manifests frec activity does so by respecting the
others property. The act of volWltarily restricting
oneself-something 00 anima! ever does-reveals one to the other as
an autonomous being, aperson, one who is capable of being
obligated. The other can obligate one in fact, of coW'SC, only by
reciprocating, that is, by manifesting free activity as weIl, by
volWltarily restricting himself. TIle result is, conceptually at least, a
reciprocally generated set of rights and obligations. Fichte writes,

The mutual cognition of individuals is conditioned by
this, that each treat the other as free, (or, restriet his
freedom through the conception of the freedom of the
other.) . .. The relation of free beings toward each other
is therefore the relation of a reciprocal causality upon

2lJ. G. Fichte. 1he Science 0.( RiKhls. translatcd A. E. Kroeger (London:
Routlcdge &. Kcgan Paul, 1970), pp. 65-66.



each other through intelligence and freedom. No free
being can recognize the other as such, unless both
mutually thus recognize each other; and no one can treat
the other as a free being. unlcss both mutually thus treat
each olher.

The conception, here established, is very important for our
purpose; for it is the basis ofour whole theory ofRights.24

Of course, the cootrary also holds. If oße does not
rccogni7~ thc other as amorally free being (ifone uses the other for
onc's own pllrposes, especially if ane threatens hiln with vioJence).
one destroys the politically practical possibility of his being amoral
person. His capacity for being free is obstructed by his
irrepressible rear for his life. ~Iaving been used and thereby
reduced to a mere thing, the other will have been released from
having obligations. Having been released trom his obligations, one
destroys the grounding precondition of one's own rights. This
amOlD1ts to a reestablishment of the conditions of mutual violence.
It Jed Kant to conclude, ttFreedom (independence from being
constrained by another's choice), insofar as it can coexist with the
frecdom of every other in accordance with a Wliversal law, is the
only original right belonging to every man by virtue of his
humanity...2S

For bolb Kant and Fichte, the implication of this analysis of
rights is 'that freedom~ peace, and the possession of rights are
intelligible onJy when human beings have fonned a community of
mutually recognizing, mutually depcndent persons. As Fichte says,
"Man attains rights only in a commWlity with others as indeed he
onJy becomes a man . . . through intercourse with others. Man,
indeed, can not be thought as one individual...26

~.aFic:htc, The Seimce 01 Righl.f. pp. 67-68. "Somcthing bccomcs my propcrty
only bcc2usc othcrs n:nouncc thcir right to it. rcspccting my dcsire to kccp it for mysclf:
'1"5 aet of n:nunciation by 811, and !his 3Jonc, is thc basis of my right." Jobann
GoItlicb Fichte, Thc Closcd ConvncrciaJ SIatC. in The Po/itico/ Thought o.f the
(;e,mon Romanlies 1793-1815. cd. H. S. Rciss (Oxford: Basil Blackwc1l, 1955), pp.
88·89

2~Kant. The Metaphysics o/Moro/.f, p. 63.

2~Fichte, 7ne Science o/RiRht.f, p. 160. "Man bccomcs man onlyamongst men."
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Fichte and Kant believed a whole community of free beings
agreeing mutually and voluntarilyto restrict their freedoms was a
possibility7 though there may be no inunediately obvious and
uncomplicated way for such a comnllUlity to corne into historical
being. CertainlY7 it would be made more likely if a citizenry were
to conceive themselves and thejr interests in Kantian tenninology.
The adoption of bis tennino)ob'Y would make it reasonable-a
matter of self-interest-to speak of each citizen's voluntary resolve
"never to treat the others as mere things, but always as free
beings...27 Their mutual, VolWltary se)f-restriction would constitute
a law of pennission28 that would )eave each person to bis own free
will, pennitting each the free and otherwise unlimited exercise of
his rights. By applying the law voluntarily to his own free aetivity,
each becomes a lawful member of the community and yet remains
entirely free. This would be a community within which self-interest
would prevent any citizen from committing an aet of violence on
any other citizen. The rights that are created, of coW"Se, are7 for
Kant and Fichte, nothing more than a freedom from interference.
For Kant, ri8l!ts are not the natural extensions of needs, not even
critical needs.29 One's needs neither give one rights nor do they
obligate others.

When Kant and Fichte consider how this reciprocally
generated set of rights-this condition of coexistent freedom-could
be sustained. the ugly problem originally addressed by Thomas
I-Iobbes retumed. Fichte acknowledged that when left to their own
c~ntri~ces. individuals inevitabl~o trespass .upon one another's
nghts, If only from carelessness.· Even If people were not
careless7the possibility of an uncoerced community is precluded ~.x

the fact that7"No one can know thc inner sentiments of the other. It· I

(p hO) Cf. also pp. 81-82, p. 170

l1Fidlte• lne Science ofRight.... p. 128. Cf. also pp. 131. 161.

2l1Fidlte, 1'he Science 0/Rights. pp. 22-23, pp. 80-81.

29Kan~ The Melaphysics ofMoral.,·, p. 60.

"Fichte. Tlte Science 0/Righl.~, p. 193.

1lFichte, The Science ofRighls, p. 148. 145. 191.



Ignorance of the intentions of others makes Hobbesian suspicion
(and~ hence, latent warfare) reasonable. The converse is equally
true. No one can prove his own sincerity to another, making the
othcr's suspicion of oneself equally reasonable. Both inwardly and
outwardly, we remain strangers. Eliminating the unilateral
charactcr of rights one finds in the rights theory of Hobbes and
Locke and adopting, instead, a concept of rights wherein rights and
obligations are correlative does not resolve the problem of
rights-based violence so long as mutual recognition is not assurred.

80th Kant and Fichte proposed a way out of this dilemma.
Kaut explained it by calling upon the notion of "purely intelligible
possession." By the mere act of possessing something (purely
intelligible possession, "purely intelligible" because onels ownership
is not necessarily recognized and respected by anyone else), Kant
says, one has already committed himself to a willingness to enter
into civil society, that is, to acknowledge reciprocally the rights of
others to their possessions.32 One has, in principle, chosen for
oneself the maxim that every person has a right to those things he
has acquired that have not been the prior possession of somebody
else. Kantls reasoning is grounded upon the realization that one
cannot obligate a mere animal to respect onels possession, and,
hence, can have 00 rights against them. AnimaIs and things cannot
be obligated because they do not own their own acbons; their
behaviour is a mere conduit for natural forces. Therefore, a claim
of ownership can meaningfully be made only against another
person, one who is capable of acting as a free being. If a person
clailning ownership of something uses the other person, thingifies
him~ he, in effect, reduces the other to the status of a mere thing,
thereby releasing him from any obligations and also, coincidentally,
negates the groWlding preconditions of bis own rights. So, one
generates his rights, his ownership of property, according to Kant,
only through the act by which one recognizes and respects the
other's ownership ofbis possessions as weil.

l2,Whcn I declare (by word or deOO), I will that somcthing extcmal is to bc minc, I
thcrcby dec1arc that everyone else is under obligation to refrain from using that objcct
of my choice, an obligation no one would havc were it not for this act of mine to
cstablish a right. This claim involves, howevcr, acknowlcdging that I in turn am undcr
obligation to cvcry other to refrain from using what is extcmally his." The Metaphysics
oIMara/s, p. 77



What follows frorn the logic of this argument is that, since, by
the act ofpossessing something, people have transcendentally given
their consent to the property rights of others, they may be coerced
into respecting the property rights of others without violating their
autonomy. They wouId be coerced to do only what they do
willingly. Coercion ofthis sort does not limit a person's freedom,
Kant believes, because it brings out the truth of the original
wil1ingness that one exhibits when one acquires possessions. The
right to resist predations upon one's property implies that one has
chosen as his own a maxim that authorizes the same right of
resistance for others. A "law of a reciprocal coercion," Kant says,
is "necessarily in accord with the freedom of everyone under the
pnnciple of wtiversal freedom,,,33 if only because it is the principle
or rule implicit in the wtiversal act of consent that transcendentally
preconditions any act of original possession. This is why Kant
believes it is consistent with the recognition of rights, including the
right ofconsent, to say, "each may impel the other by force to leave
this state and enter into a rightful condition. ,,34 We are free, in
effect, because we have authorized each other's possessions and the
existence ofa sovereign power to to guarantee those possessions.

As a corrollary to bis account of the reciprocal dependency of
rights and obligations, Kant maintained that punishment for the
violation of one's rights must always take the fonn of retribution.
Kant's idea has been regularly condemned as an advocacy of
legitimized violence. Kant did not see it that way. Ir people are to
create a condition ofcoexistent freedom, everyone must "assert the
right of hwnanity in his own person,,,lS which means that one
demand from others recognition for oneself as free, as deserving of
respect as a hwnan being. One could intelligibly make such
demands, of course, only on another free being, i.e. an autonomous
bcing who OWllS and imputes to himselfhis own actions. That is to

.n"...cocrcion which constrains evcryonc to pay bis dcbts can coexist \vith thc
froodom ofeveryooc, including that ofdcbtors, in accordancc with a universal external
Ja\\'. Right and authorization to usc cocrcion thcrefore mean Olle and the same thing."
The Metaphysic:t olMora/s, p. 58

l4Kant, The Metaphysics 01Mora/s, p. 124.

J~Kant, The Metaphysics olMora/s, p. 62.



say, the dignity of the other depends on bis being recognized as an
autonOtnous being, the author and owner of his own actions.
Retributive punishment represents an acknowledgment of the
luunanity and the dignity of the other, since it involves a recognition
01' the othcr as the owner of his own actions. We do not punish
trees, rocks, animals for what they do, since we do not believe they
have the capacity to choose their own actions. They are, in their
separate ways, mere conduits for causa! forees that run through
them. Consequently, they lack all possibility of dignity. When it is
to OUT advantage to do so, we use them; and when they are in OUf

way, we merely eliminate them. None ofthis involves violence.
Aeeording to Kant, retributive punishment of a person is not

only not a fonn of legitimized violenee~ it is its only repudiation. It
represents recognition of the fundamental dignity of man. By
eomparison, the correction and/or rehabilitation of oße who has
violated the rights of another implies, from that Kantian viewpoint,
his reduction to the status of a mere thing needing repair. The
autonomy, self-ownership, and responsibility of the miserent does
not eorne into play. Whether he chooses to be rehabilitated or not
is irrelevant. Deterrence, too, is, from Kant's view, a dehumanizing
use of the misereant for the good of 'tbe whole. In fact, even good
Christian forgiveness is inseparable from one's dehwnanization. To
forgive is to erase the other's authorship of his own actions. We
treat the forgiven as if they had never committed their nefarious
decds. All of these notions of pWlishment are, from the twin
viewpoints of Kant and Fichte, institutionalized versioßs of the
violenee of objeetification. Retributive punishment, punishment
that requires of a miscreant that he requite, make restitution to the
person or community he has violated to whatever extent he has
violated it, recognizes the miscreant as the author and owner of bis
actions, a free being, one who is thereby a possible possessor of
rights, able to obligate others. Hence, rather than being the political
legitimization ofviolence, his punishment preserves and extends his
fWldamental human dignity.

Post-Kantian Rights-Based Violence

This conclusion-that retributive punishment alone is
consistent with the freedom and dignity of man and that mutual
coercion is the necessary means by which it is possible to produce



coexistent freedom--tumed out to be both philosophically
unavoidabte for Kant and Fichte and too harsh for the contemporary
Westenl world. From today's perspective, the Kantian and Fichtean
logic of rights lends itself too easily to cooptation by repressive
govcmrnents. These aspects of their rights-theory ~ at least, have
been repudiated.

Nevertheless, inspired by our critique of liberal-rights-based
violence, we have refused to abandon entirely the Kantian, Fichtean
notion of rights and the correction it supplied. It is almost
lUlivcrsally recognized that Kant's philosophy contains an
anticipation of the idea of hwnan rights, apressentiment of what
would be required of a world which, as Merleau-Ponty has said, is
characterized by the recognition of man by man, and where
structural violence has been brought to an end. It is, to be sure, a
conception of rights that focuses on hwnan dignity. It is an often
repeated, if somewhat maudlin, observation, that respect for the
dibrnity of hwnan life, were it shared by people and govemments
everywhere, would mark the end of what, in this essay, has been
referred to as structural violence.

Even though Kant is usually acknowledged to be the
phiJosophical origin of this sentiment, the commitrnent to human
rights and to respect for the dignity of hwnan life has separated
itsclf dramatically from what Kant considered fimdamental to
hwnan dignity. We have seen that, for Kant, dignity required
politically (i.e. extemally-the domain in which alone the concept of
rights is relevant) a capacity to fimction as the author of one's own
actions. To the extent that this means that one's dignity and rights
depend on one's ability to accept the heavy burden of personal
responsibility that belongs to one who owns and imputes to himself
his own actions, we resist. The contemporary concern fOT human
dignity 00 longer makes self-ownership and individual autonomy its
precondition. Human beings are rarely thought of as having the
kind of individual volition Kant and Fichte required of them.
Certainly, those whom we perceive as having been victimized by
the objectifying relations of contemporary industrialized society
will not be authors of their own actions. Individual autonomy is
considered dispensable metaphysical baggage.

Dispensing with the metaphysical baggage, the Kantian
concern for moral autonomy, while retaining otherwise Kant's
conception of right, has, admittedly, made it possible for us to



extend the idea of rights to those who are senile or otherwise
mcntaJly incapacitated, to fetuses, and even to animals, i.e. to
beings who are incapable of exhibiting self-ownership in the sense
Kantian rights-theory demands. It has been a conceptual move that,
in a very important sense, has helped to humanize us, to redefine
the scope of human behaviour, so tJ1at the abuse or neglect of such
bcings are what they appear to be, socially and ideologically
centcred acts ofviolence.

While, from tJle contemporary perspective, it has been
necessary to dispense with Kant's notion of individual autonomy,
our contemporary Wlderstanding of rights (as hwnan rights) has
preserved, for the most part, the Kantian-Fichtean rejection of the
unilateral character that rights had in the philosophies of Hobbes
and Locke (for whom, rights were not thought either to create or to
be created by obligations). Rights, Kant, Fichte and Merleau-Ponty
would all agree, are created and sustained by "tbe recognition of
man by man." Rights exist, for Kant and Fichte, as reciprocally
detenninate structures of consciousness. Individuals have rights
reciprocally, i.e., only where others have obligations. Where there
are rights, there are obligations (in contradistinction to Hobbes);
and, where there are no obligations, there are 00 rights (again, in
contradistinction to Hobbes). From a more contemporary
perspective, we might say that the rights of the less fortunate
obligate uso In fact, one might go so far as to say we have an
obligation to feel obligated, since the rights of the less fortunate are
dependent on that. Hence, the justice of what Kant referred to as
"asserting the right of humanity in your own person," rnanifesting
itselfas a fonn ofsocial and political activism.

Abandonment of the metaphysical baggage--autonomy of
will-that Kant and Fichte attached to the concept of rights has
diverted OUf moral attention from autonomy and moral
responsibility as preconditions of the possession of rights to needs.
Human dignity is no Ionger measured by one's autonomy, one's
ownership ofbis own actions but, rather, by the material conditions
of one's life. Those who lack the means necessary to provide for
themselves at a minimum level of decency, we say, have been
denied basic human dignity. Conceptually, trus leads us to the
critical conclusion that this condition, to the extent that it is forced
upon people by the competitive structures of an industrialized
society, is a subtle, silent act ofviolence committed upan them.



Unfortunately, there is a flip side to the eontemporary,
quasi-Kantian concept of hwnan fights. Shom of its metaphysical
baggage--its demand that people exhibit autonomy of will,
self-ownership, and personal responsibility, as preconditions of
thcir capacity to obligate others and, hence, too, of their rights-the
Kantian demand that people "assert the right of hwnanity in their
own persons" easily becomes the justification of a naked demand
for satisfaction and recognition, with nothing to limit the demand or
give it Ineaning other than the demand itself, augmented, perhaps,
by the individual's personal assessment of the material conditions of
life he or she needs to have met in order to enjoy basic human
dignity. What constitutes the material conditions necessary for
hwnan dignity has tumed out to be open-ended and highly
subjective. Consequently, onee the demand for autonomy is
removed, there remains no clear-cut criterion for limiting onels
assertion of the right of hwnanity in onels own person other than
onels capacity for asserting it. The situation slips easily into
something that looks suspiciously like forcing onels will on the
other, and becomes the stimulation for (and morallegitimization of)
what one might call acts ofcounter-violence.

Because human rights and human dignity are conceived as
having been created and sustained only by recognition and
preconditioned by material conditions rather than self-ownership
and moral autonomy, it is supremely easy for one to conclude that
others have wronged him simply by having more or by having
accomplished more and, hence, appear to be worth more. Their
possessions and their accomplishments become violations of one's
consciousness ofequal worth. The others advantage too easily can
be conceived to be undeserved simply because it is an advantage.
The demand for recognition and the assertion of the right of
humanity in one's own person coneeived under these conditions
easily translates into a moral legitimization of the violence of those
who believe they have been deprived of dignity (i.e. of satisfaction
of material conditions). The mutual coercion that worked for Kant
[because each owned and was responsible for his own actions]
slips easily into the logic of confrontation, where one's open-ended
sense of the material conditions needed to maintain a sense of
dignity generates one's awareness of one's rights and reciprocal
violence. In short, embedded in OUf concept of hwnan rights is an
almost ironie return to the immediacy of Hobbesian natural right



and of the conceptual content of those structures condemned for
their legitimation of structural violence.

Against the backdrop of a critique of the structural violence in
contemporary society, we face, in effect, a new fonn of structural
violence, one that remains burdened by many of the same attributes
as Hobbesian natural right. The concept of human rights serves as
a conceptual enabler, untempered by any considerations of personal
responsibility. The act by which one asserts the right of humanity
in his own person is logically indistinguishable from the act by
which one does violence to another. The structures of violence
have not been escaped. 111is is both complicated and obscured, of
course, by the entwined fact that there are many people in the
contclnporary world who have serious unmet needs, people who
live in irreversible conditions of poverty, illiteracy, and ignorance.
Unfortunately, there is nothing in the concept that enables us to
identify those people in any noncontroversial way.

What is needed, obviously, is a way of conceiving needs,
rights and human dignity that is not so open-ended as to justify
violence, all in the name of an assertion of the right of humanity in
one's own person. In the absence of some such philosophical
corrective, we may have to face the fact that the only way to
reconcile a system of rights with coexistent freedom and peace is to
return either to the Kantian-Fichtean idea of personal responsibility
(and the legitimacy of mutual coercion and retributive pwtishment
that it implied for Kant and Fichte) or to some Hobbesian notion of
politicaJ authority (with all the possibilities of abuse it appeared to
have for Hobbes and Locke).
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